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TOEIC LESSON MANAGEMENT 

(25- minute lesson) 
 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  

A. Orient student on what he/she will do in each 
type of test. Do this only on chapter 1.For 
the remaining chapters; you don’t have to 
do the orientation.  

B. Student must type his/her answer on the 
Skype chat box.  

 

PART V: MISSING WORDS 

A. Tell student that this part of test is like a 

grammar test.  

B. They will fill in some missing words either in 

the form of the different parts of speech.  

C. Process student’s answer one at a time.  

D. If student commits mistake, make him/ her 

understand why his choice is not the correct 

answer. 

 

 
REVIEW HOMEWORK  from TOEIC 4-4 

(refer to TOEIC 4-4 for answers) 
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PART 5 MISSING WORDS 
 

 

1. The man was given a ticket for ______. 

A) litter 
B) littering 
C) scattering 

D) wasting 

2. Mrs. Johnson changed the tire _____ because no one else was there 

to help her.  
 

A) she  
B) her  
C) herself   
D) hers  

 
3. I cannot afford to buy a new car _____ I get a loan.  

A) unless  
B) however  

C) although   
D) moreover  

4. The new loading dock for incoming delivery trucks plans ________ 

by the end of this month.  

A) opened 
B) open 
C) to open 

D) opening 

5. The off-shore drilling platform is ------ by boat and helicopter.  

A) accessible 

B) destination 
C) travel 
D) transported 
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6. Anyone ______ car is parked in that lot must remove it immediately 

A) who 
B) their 
C) with a 
D) whose 

7. Not only ______ a cleaner fuel than gasoline, but it is also cheaper. 

A) is natural gas 
B) natural gas is 
C) natural gas 

D) has natural gas 

8. The deluxe model stands approximately one meter ______. 

A) up 
B) tall 
C) tall 
D) long 

9. The flasher was arrested by the police for _____ exposure. 

A) indecent 
B) naked 
C) double 

D) over 

10. She found the joke so funny that she couldn't stop _____. 

A) glinting 
B) giggling 
C) joggling 

D) ogling 

11. The last train to Hamburg..........at 10:30. 

A) depart  
B) departs 
C) to depart  

D) departing  
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12.  The bus will leave promptly .......... 8:30. 

A) until 
B) to 
C) at 
D) for 

13. Can you meet with us .......... 11:00? 

A) on 
B) for 
C) at 

D) in 

14. The office requires that all employees park in their..........spaces 

A) signed 
B) assignment 
C) assigned 
D) significant 

15. The guarantee, as I understood it, ....... that everything was 

covered. 

A) inferred  
B) implied  

C) imputed  
D) involved 

16. I would like to tell you the story from the ....... beginning. 

A) simple 
B) same 

C) extreme 
D) very 

17. How nice of you to come all this ....... just to wish me a happy 
birthday. 

A) path  
B) journey  
C) route  

D) way  
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18. What did I do wrong?! I didn’t …… any traffic rule! 

A) violet 
B) violation 
C) violent 
D) violate 

19. ....... to this map I should be near the church. Is it near? 

A) Following 
B) After 
C) According 

D) Considering 

 
20. I was totally . . . . .  of the new schemes. 

A) unknowing 
B) unclear 
C) incredulous 
D) unaware 

 


